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ABSTRACT
Electronic data capture (EDC) is critical to research, but to date, no standard 
configuration format has been widely adopted. Reconfiguring EDC instruments for 
use by multiple EDC methods results in a substantial waste of time and money and 
inhibits latter attempts to pool data across research projects. By making converters 
and libraries open source, researchers are not locked into one particular platform 
and can further develop the converters as needed.  

INTRODUCTION
Currently, instrument libraries exist within individual applications such as REDCap’s 
Shared Library1 or CDSIC’s SHARE2, but these do not easily translate between 
applications nor are the libraries freely available. Ideally, research groups could 
download a configured instrument from an open source library and convert it for use 
within their desired EDC application. A shared instrument repository would eliminate 
the need for duplicate instrument configuration, helping standardize fields for later 
data sharing. Having such an open source instrument repository and set of standard 
conversion tools would decrease costs and increase the feasibility of data pooling.

METHODS
We proposed to develop a “lowest-common-denominator” (LCD) representation of 
EDC forms and a set of open source converters that would translate from existing 
standards to the new LCD standard. Four core areas of instrument configuration 
were identified: (1) data element definition (variable name, data type), (2) rapid data 
entry parameters (keyboard shortcuts, show-when logic, skip logic), (3) question-
level display information (question title, hints, hide/disable logic), and (4) grouping 
information (pagination, sections). Prototype converters were developed for four 
EDC tools: REDCap, Qualtrics, RexEntry, and RexSurvey. Expert review was used 
to validate accurate conversion with attention to question/answer text, order, 
pagination, and heading information. Instruments were converted to/from the LCD 
standard and computer validated to ensure similarity between the input and output 
files. Computer validation was also used to verify calculation of scores using demo 
data. Collaborations were established with the Open Science Framework3 for 
hosting the library of open source converters and LCD instruments. 

RESULTS 
Common EDC structures were identified across RexEntry, RexSurvey, and REDCap 
instruments. Converters have been developed for instrument configuration and 
validated using the PROMIS forms. Evaluation of more complex instruments is 
underway but many are copyright restricted and cannot be posted on public sites. 
Exploration into the feasibility of selling EDC instruments configured for use with 
these converters is warranted. Conversion utilities do require updates, however, 
these updates are minimal compared with new development costs.

CONCLUSION
An open source library of LCD converters and instruments is feasible for conversion 
of Q&A text, order, pagination, heading information and basic calculations. This 
library will facilitate study setup and encourage the use of standard field names to 
aid in data pooling across studies and EDC platforms. Use of revision controlled 
repositories provides an ideal hosting site for conversion tools and libraries. Working 
with publishers to develop EDC instrument configurations for use with these 
converters is the next hurdle to decreasing the cost of data collection and reuse. 
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Convert your EDC instruments at:
https://rexdb.org/rios-converter

Convert Electronic Data Capture (EDC) instrument 
between EDC platforms using the RIOS Converter.

Share configured EDC instruments with collaborators.
Easily combine results for a richer data set.

Answer only a few questions. 
No need to duplicate efforts configuring EDC instruments. 

No need for time consuming and error prone merging of data. 
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